GEODI - MOBIDI
Use Cases
Sample Projects

Having specific designs and features GEODI and MOBIDI can
be used in many different areas.
You can develop lots of solutions on GEODI and MOBIDI.
Having advanced search features GEODI works on available
data, does not require any manual data entry, generates
maps automatically, and as a result strengthens team work.
We share a few examples for informational purposes.

Digital Archive
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Digital Archive is an important step in
the process of digitization, and
GEODI creates Digital Archive in the
easiest way. "Just scanning
documents is enough!". The rest will
be done by GEODI.

So you do not enter metadata
(index). Entering each document
one by one, selecting folders,
writing dates, writing parcel
numbers and so on... All these
works are done by GEODI.

Addresses, Land-Parcel Numbers, Site
Names, Location information or your
customers... GEODI interprets all this
information and draws them on the map
automatically.
You don't need a service or software for the
zoning archive or your customers map!

We solve many problems efficiently
and effectively in days or weeks that
normally take months / years and
cost a lot with classical approaches.

Enterprise Search

Enterprise Search is one of
the most basic needs of all
institutions and
organizations.

You can find and reach any
information in internal
documents or catalogs or
designs on your website or
on your e-commerce site
with advanced search
features of GEODI.
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MuniPedia
Municipality Solutions
With MuniPedia, municipal units can access
all information from a single point. With this
system that everyone can use, including the
president, the information flow and
decision-making process is accelerated and
the coordination between the units is
maximized.
With mobile solutions any data
collected in the field comes to the
office instantly.
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Munipedia also provides a single point of
service for citizens. Transportation, Tourism,
Municipal Services, Events and more are
presented in one and integrated way.

With the GEODI Modules TrafficPro and
ImagePro, automatic traffic sign inventory and
urban furniture inventory are created
automatically, and road defects are detected
easily.

MediaMon
Social Media Monitoring
You can watch applications such
as Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram for various purposes.
You can do brand management, or
listen to the voice of citizens.

You can track Hashtags and
mentions and get the statistics
out of them. You can get daily,
weekly and monthly reports
automatically.
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Messages from social media are
automatically read, evaluated
with the information from other
sources and transformed into
work orders and mapped
automatically.

Press and Public
Relations
An intelligent archive solution is required for thousands of
photos, videos, news and more. The archive solution
created with GEODI not only provides access to
information, but also automatically places the archive on
the map.
That's not all. We also recognize people from photos and
videos with FacePro. In this way, you not only reach all the
photos of the person you are looking for but also the
relevant moments of the video.
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Survey

Survey is one of the easiest tasks carried out
by MOBIDI. Prepare the form you want, send
it to the mobile devices of the interviewers,
analyze with time and place as the survey is
conducted. Update questions easily at any
time. All in one package!
Aksaray Municipality conducts a project
called "Belediye Kapımda" with MOBIDI.
This project monitored the expectations of
the citizens, and collects the requests and
complaints with face to face meetings.

eDiscovery
Law and Related Fields
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Thousands of documents... all need to be read in a
short time. Names, places, quantities and much
more information need to be extracted. You may be
a General Manager, Inspector, Attorney, Prosecutor
or Independent Auditor, but the need is similar...

Discovery Module serves exactly for this
purpose. Without prior knowledge, it
extracts people names, ID numbers,
legal terms and more automatically,
associates realated documents with
each other and presents them to you.

A solution that you can use
with your team and your
clients. Take notes on
documents, assign tasks, and
more.

We should also include the features
such as tracking legislation, your
personal library, monitoring the
websites you want, viewing specific
files, and accessing mobile media.
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Construction

Both MOBIDI and GEODI have extensive use
in the construction industry. It is the only
solution that can be used by project teams,
purchasing teams, top management and
stakeholder companies also covering CAD
drawings and daily automatic reportings of
site teams.

Face Recognition

It might be difficult to associate our
products with facial recognition, but we
know that they are very closely related. We
recognize faces from photos and videos in
media such as press release archive, news
archive, or media, and we match the same
people with news or other textual
documents.
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This is the most important difference of
our solution from the face recognition
tools that work independently.
You can also use this solution from
within other solutions. Let's talk about
the possibilities of integration...

Another important difference is that people do not need to be known in
advance to be recognized.
Our success rate is at international level and it is 100% our own solution.

Automatic Traffic Sign
Inventory

Creating inventory and keeping it up to date has always
been a challenging job. TrafficPro solves this issue in an
easy and sustainable way. Videos that are recorded by
continuously cruising vehicles are automatically
processed daily or weekly, traffic signs are detected, and
deficiencies are reported.
By using ImagePro, you can create
inventory of other objects such as urban
furniture. ImagePro is a GEODI solution
that can also learn like our other products.
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Interactive Documentation:
CESSNA 172 Sample
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By using GEODI's general purpose capabilities, you can
transform your technical documents into interactive
training with little effort. Here we used the documents of
the CESSNA 172 aircraft.
You can do this interactive document transformation for a
machine, a complicated electronic device, and many
others.
An image and related documents of
CESSNA - 712 were used in our live sample
that you can access from our website.
Two-three hours of time was sufficient to
get the interactive documentation.

Sustainability

Sustainability is the basic design criterion of all our solutions.
Easy to use, form anywhere any time, everyone can use, no data
entry, no matter what the existing data is, minimum system
requirements, can be integrated with other systems.
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Security

Security is another basic design criterion. Our
solutions provide a secure environment for
cyber security, data security and personal data
protection.
Our solutions, are subjected to continuous
penetration tests, and therefore they are at
maximum safety.
With detailed logging features, you can see who
has reached what data.

The examples are intended for general information.
For more information, read the blogs of GEODI and
MOBIDI Use Cases on our website.
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